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Here are the the three primary parts of an ERD:. Entities are nouns. Attributes : Facts that
describe each table. They are nouns, and they often become the columns of tables.
Relationships : Relationships are verbs. They indicate the associations between entities. Visio
has stencils for three kinds of entity relationship diagrams. Each uses specific symbols to
represent entities and the relationships between them. See the following support articles for
more details about these types of diagrams:. Crow's Foot Database Notation. Chen's Database
Notation. Visio also supports the ability to reverse-engineer a database model from an existing
database. See Create a database model for more information. See Create a data flow diagram for
more information. Create a data flow diagram in Visio. Related diagrams Create a data flow
diagram in Visio. See the following support articles for more details about these types of
diagrams: Crow's Foot Database Notation Chen's Database Notation. A subscription to make
the most of your time. Try one month free. Need more help? Expand your Office skills. Get new
features first. Was this information helpful? Yes No. Any other feedback? The more you tell us,
the more we can help. How can we improve? Send No thanks. Thank you for your feedback! It
sounds like it might be helpful to connect you to one of our Office support agents. Contact
Support. Visio is a diagraming tool that makes it easy and intuitive to create flowcharts,
diagrams, org charts, floor plans, engineering designs, and more, using modern templates with
the familiar Office experience. To see the hundreds of templates and sample diagrams available,
you can open a template in the Visio app or in Visio for the web. Compare plans and pricing or
sign up for a Visio trial. A diagram template that can be used to create marketing strategies that
influence customers to purchase a company's products. This flowchart template shows the
steps for purchasing theater tickets from an online service and how different actions affect the
user's Web experience. A vertical flowchart best used for top-down processes or systems that
involve hierarchies, or have many component processes. A cross-functional flowchart best
used for a process that includes tasks shared across roles or functions. Organizational chart
best used to show hierarchy levels and reporting relationships, in an attractive, modern format.
A basic auditing diagram best used for a simple process that must satisfy a decision point to
complete. A basic engineering electrical diagram best used to draw an electronic circuit that
can include semiconductor devices. UML communication diagram that shows the interactions
between lifelines that use sequenced messages. Use this diagram to design a state diagram that
shows how an automated teller machine responds to a user. Show the relationship between a
process and the organizational or functional units in a HR Process flow. Create an organization
chart with a multi-level hierarchy. Try different layouts that fit your diagram into a printable
space. Create detailed physical, logical, and network architecture diagrams using a
comprehensive set of network and computer equipment shapes. Best used to track milestones,
events, tasks, and phases over a period of time. Also used to create Product Roadmaps. Credit
approval process. A cross-functional flowchart for a credit approval process. Property buying
flow. A flowchart diagram that details the steps for buying a property. Marketing mix. Star
network diagram. A detailed network topology for a star network diagram. Office network plan.
A basic network template for a small office or team's network diagram. SDLC waterfall process.
A process diagram for a waterfall process model of a software development life cycle. Computer
block diagram. A block diagram template for a block diagram of a computer. SDL game process.
Azure site recovery. Theater booking process. Basic flowchart. Cross-functional flowchart.
Organizational chart. Basic auditing. Basic home network. Best used to design a home network
with wired and wireless devices in different rooms. HR Management System. Crow's foot
diagram of a Human Resources management system. Inventory management. Crow's foot
diagram of an Inventory management system. Construction management. Chen's diagram of a
Construction management organization. Detailed network. A detailed network diagram best
used to show a corporate network for a medium-sized enterprise. Bank Account database.
Chen's database diagram of a bank account. Basic electrical. UML class with interface. Basic
UML sequence. Basic UML use case. Login-registry activity. Use this UML diagram to show
login-registry activity. Basic UML communication. Basic UML component. UML component
diagram to show components, ports, interfaces and the relationships between them. UML
database for employees. Use this diagram to design an employee database for an organization.
Basic UML deployment. Use this diagram to show the architecture of a software deployment.
BPMN cross-functional chart. Hierarchical organization chart. Ethernet LAN diagram. Jenkins
Server on Azure. Dev-Test deployment for PaaS. A dev-test deployment for testing PaaS
solutions. Floor plan. Use this template to create detailed and accurate floor and building plans.
Expanded block timeline. Social-distancing floor plan, U. Floor plan with social distancing
features U. Social-distancing floor plan, Metric. Floor plan with social distancing features Metric.
A subscription to make the most of your time. Try one month free. Need more help? Expand
your Office skills. Get new features first. Was this information helpful? Yes No. Any other

feedback? The more you tell us, the more we can help. How can we improve? Send No thanks.
Thank you for your feedback! It sounds like it might be helpful to connect you to one of our
Office support agents. Contact Support. By joining Download. This download includes 20
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Sample Diagrams Free. Get various samples of Visio diagrams. Visio Viewer Free. Open and
view Visio files. Microsoft Visio Premium Free to try. Share charts, models, data diagrams, and
visualization tools and templates across your business. ReadPlease Free. Have your computer
read to you. Microsoft Office Visio Professional Free to try. Develop your own custom solutions
visualizing various data. Microsoft Office Visio Standard Free to try. Show the world what you
mean using diagrams and schemes. Create, manage, and share spreadsheets. PowerPoint
Viewer Free. View and print PowerPoint presentations. Use percussion loops and drum sample
sets for soft samplers. Capture, edit, and archive your video memories. Microsoft Visio is used
to create professional diagrams on a lot of different jobs. You can easily and intuitively create
various different types of UML diagrams with the tool. To help you jump start your diagramming
process we have created a pack of most typical UML diagrams you can use to jump start your
own diagramming process. On this page you will be able to download most common samples of
Visio Diagram, created for various different purposes. At the bottom of the page you will be able
to download these diagrams as zip archive of vsdx files and once downloaded, you can modify
the sample and reuse it for your own needs: this helps you learn the tool and diagramming
techniques much faster to create required deliverables for your own project. Microsoft Visio is
the industry standard tool, used by most organizations worldwide to create diagrams. Recent
studies show that a huge benefit of taking sample files hands on increases your productivity
and knowledge of material. Using these sample diagram files, you can can be confident and
more prepared and ready for the next project, which comes your way. Having samples
professional diagrams helps you jump start your diagramming process and would allow you to
complete work you are trying to do much faster. Click on the button below to download files and
quickly complete your project assignment and invest into your career and into your future!
Mikhailenko spent working as an experienced Information Technology Consultant, helping
companies implement solution Vadim holds Masters Degree in Computer Science from
Belorussian State University and MBA from Keller Graduate School of Management Learn from
an experienced consultant, industry expert and insider to become more productive and effective
on your job Included with this download Download contains a zip file with the below-listed files:.
Download file combines all of the files listed above in zip format to simplify the download
process and make download faster. We recommend that you use free 7-Zip utility extract the
content of zip archive. I am a university stuent in America that half assed the excel! I used
plenty of your videos and now I can do all the things you described in this video. I now run a
small ecommerce business hat brings me dollars a week of profit on average and usin g excel!
Thanks so much. Without this I wouldnt gave my organizaion in check! Thanks so much again.
Another excellent tutorial. I opened my own blank worksheet and copied the original and used
pause to carry out step by step what was taught. I'm proud of my work and my 3-D chart all
within the print area. This style of tutorial works really well for me. Thank you so much, Vadim
you are the Best. I just wanted to say thank you!! I took a performance exam today and your
videos helped me ace it. Your practice excel sheet literally taught me everything I had to know.

Thank you! Thanks for the video sir! I just completed the quiz successfully! Will definitely learn
Excel now! However it's not required for me but good to have Excel knowledge. Thanks for the
tutorial. I used some of your tips. They came in handy. I will know in two weeks if I got the gig.
Vadim, outstanding classroom instruction methodology, sir, very helpful, love the soothing
background music, your meticulous attention to detail makes for indelible subject matter
retention, Bravo! This was perfect. I'm about to go to a job interview. This was a great refresher
for any questions I may be asked. Thank you again! Would love to see more Tutorials form you,
more in depth with examples, than the one you made. Vadim, your uploads are really helpful for
me as I'm a relative newbie to Excel. I think your style of presenting is perfect for demonstrating
Excel and I'm very grateful for the Bonus question at the end as I'm learning financial
mathematics. Thanks again brother, keep up the good work! Thank you so much! I always get
anxious during excel practical examinations because I only know basics. This helped me a lot.
Great information and excellent information. Just what I needed to pass my Excel Employment
Interview. Kudos to you and good for me. Muchas gracias and thanks very much. Excellent
teacher! I like your accent. Your demeanor comes across patient, eager to teach, ability to give
relatable examples. English is very good well spoken. Comprehensive knowledge of the subject
being taught with multiple strategies to teach. Wow it not only gives you the right answer but
also helps you to understand the right answer Thank you so much this helped a lot. I am so
happy to have found your channel! Great refresher course I went ahead and bought your
practice course. Thank you so very much! Thank you for the Video. I just aced the assessment. I
was a little scared though because only about 5 of the questions from here came but I wouldn't
have passed this if not of this video, gracias. Online Training for Everyone This is your best
excel video by far! Great tips on business related questions that could be asked during an
interview and including new features for excel I want to salute you for your unique way of
presenting the video, highly informative, for the first time I can say I found a rea user-friendly
educational video format, looking forward to what is more to be shared thanks a lot! Thank you
very much for guiding me on how to approach these questions in the first attempt I failed becoz
I thought I was pro in excel but unfortunately I wasn't. But in 2nd I passed excel as well as word
wow. Love how you take time to review all the answer choices and teach the material so
thoroughly at a pace that's easy to stay up with. We guarantee that the product you are
downloading will help you learn the materials starting immediately, get ready for the interview,
and pass the assessment test. All transactions are SSL-secured and guarantee your privacy.
Orders can be placed online using a credit card or PayPal. Download Sample Files now to
complete your current assignment, make yourself more productive and invest into your career
and into your future! Skip to content. Create Your Own Diagrams in Minutes: Microsoft Visio is
the industry standard tool, used by most organizations worldwide to create diagrams. The big
advantage of sample files in Visio Format is that you can just get started with already created
diagram, which follows required notations and naming convention. All you need to do is start
editing to create the diagram you need for your work! Learn from Industry Experts: You can
learn from industry experts by reviewing how diagram was created and use this knowledge to
enhance your diagram creation workflow. It is always easy to edit, than to create from Scratch:
All sample documents have been created using real business scenarios and solving actual
business problems. In additional to learning the features of the tool you will also be learning the
business side of things, which will make your skills and knowledge ever more valuable. Power
on your creativity by maximizing usage of your brain: When you review the sample and use it to
create your own diagram it uses multiple areas of the brain and helps you learn and remember
the skills faster. The brain is split into two sides or hemispheres, with each side responsible for
different skills, as well as controlling the opposite side of the body. The right side of the brain,
most active is engaged by visual and spatial activities, as well as anything involving creativity
and the imagination. The more analytical left side that deals with skills like logic and
mathematics. One of the huge advantages of using the sample files is that you can learn from
created material, master the knowledge and maximize the knowledge to enhance the sample
files to create the diagrams you need. Learn by reusing sample files: There are many benefits to
utilizing sample files, but one of the biggest ones is that you actually learn new skills and
enhance your knowledge of the technology. After reviewing sample diagram files you can
understand tips, tricks and hacks on how it was created, learn from it and incorporate this
knowledge in your day to day practices to make you more productive. You actually learn and
master new skills: Recent studies show that a huge benefit of taking sample files hands on
increases your productivity and knowledge of material. Make an investment into your own
future: By taking practice exercises and knowing approximately how long it take for you to
answer one question, you can calculate allowable time and successfully plan your actual exam.
With testing exercises, you can can practice and time yourself as you work on questions.

Download Now. Additional information about the Author of this product. Vadim Mikhailenko,
MBA, is an experienced coach, trainer and Information Technology professional with over 20
years experience Vadim works as an experienced consultant and educator helping people to
learn productivity tools and grow in their careers Most of his career Mr. Mikhailenko spent
working as an experienced Information Technology Consultant, helping companies implement
solution Vadim holds Masters Degree in Computer Science from Belorussian State University
and MBA from Keller Graduate School of Management Learn from an experienced consultant,
industry expert and insider to become more productive and effective on your job. The hiring
process begins when a company identifies the need to fill a position and ends when a candidate
accepts a job offer. The typical steps of the recruitment and selection process vary depending
on the role and company. Students can then select courses to take through their school's
online student information service. Visio - Desktop - Floor Plan diagram. They provide a way to
visualize how people will move through space. Floor plans make it easier to check if the space
is suitable for its intended purpose, work through any potential challenges, and redesign before
moving forward into more elaborate planning or building stages. It can be fun, too, to
experiment with different design alternatives and circulation flows, which show how people
move through space. Visio - E-Commerce. Alternative names are e-web-store, e-shop, e-store,
Internet shop, web-shop, web-store, online store, online storefront, and virtual store. Mobile
commerce or m-commerce describes purchasing from an online retailer's mobile-optimized
online site or app. An entity in this context is an object, a component of data. An entity set is a
collection of similar entities. These entities can have attributes that define its properties. Visio Flowchart. Mind Maps not only highlight important facts but also show the overall structure of a
subject and the relative importance of individual parts of it. They are great when you need to
think creatively, and can help you to make new connections between ideas. Visio - MindMap
diagram. Visio - Org Chart Diagram Sample. Visio - Project Execution Stages. Visio - Purchase
Order Diagram. When you order a meal at a restaurant, the waiter or waitress writes down your
order and gives it to the kitchen to fulfill. When you order something online, the summary of
your order is shown to you before you check out. Visio - Salesforce. Visio - Sample Visio
Swimlane Diagram. Drag to move them or change their size, and drag process step shapes into
them to build the flowchart. Visio - Swimlane Diagram - Purchase Order. These include selling
platforms like Etsy, Amazon, and eBay, for example, which are often part of an omnichannel
sales strategy. Visio - Why MindMap diagram. Created by Vadim Mikhailenko, MBA Vadim
Mikhailenko, MBA, is an experienced coach, trainer and Information Technology professional
with over 20 years experience Vadim works as an experienced consultant and educator helping
students to find jobs that require Word skills He has hired many people and knows interview
and assessment test process from inside out Vadim holds Masters Degree in Computer Science
from Belorussian State University and MBA from Keller Graduate School of Management Learn
from an industry expert and insider and get hired for that job, to launch your own career.
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k you!! I just passed my excel test that I needed to be promoted!! You Already Know. Barry
FitzHugh. Sam H. Podina Tutorials. Jay Hennigan. Karla Eusebio. RoseRose RoseRose. Am
learning a lot. Thank you very much my friend. Bless you. Alpha Male. Bass Monkey. Im in 8th
grade and this was very very helpful to get me to pass my excel certification!! Uroos Punyali.
Thank you very much, your presentation is very useful to learn to excel. God bless you. This
information is excellent the way you explain it, thank you! I found your vloopups. Hoping it is as
great as your other video. You are a great Teacher. Saiful Azri Ayob. John Czech. Excellent stuff
here. Lots to learn about and thank you for making it Connella Cyrus. I've learnt so much. You
are a very good teacher. Gilbert K. Lewis Yaworski. Rami Khairallah. Anish Agarwal. You are a
lifesaver. And a million likes from me. ND Gee. You just made this topic really simple to
understand and to apply. The video edition is great. Download NOW!

